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Abstract. User’s choices involve habitual behavior and genuine decisions. Habitual behavior is often represented using preferences. The conditional preference network (CP-net) is a graphical tool for representing
and reasoning about conditional preferences. We argue that genuine decisions are environmentally influenced and we introduce the notion of
“comfort” to represent this type of choices. In this paper, we propose a
graphical model that we call CP-net with Comfort (CPC-net), to represent and reason about both user’s preferences and comfort. The CPCnet extends the CP-net structure with a semantics that accounts user’s
comfort together with preferences. We indeed show that the CP-net is
a special instance of the CPC-net. A CPC-net consists of two optimal
outcomes, one for preference and another for comfort. These outcomes
can be obtained in time linear on the number of variables for an acyclic
CPC-net.
Keywords: Decision Theory, Habitual Behavior, Genuine Decisions,
Preference Reasoning, CP-nets, Graphical Models.
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Introduction

Representation and reasoning about user’s choices is critical to the success of
many automated decision making applications in Artificial Intelligence, including product configuration [11], recommender systems [20] and medical decision
making [9]. Particularly, we focus on choices under certainty, i.e., uncertainty
is not considered in this paper. Choices involve habitual behavior and genuine
decisions [18]. It has been strictly argued that these two kinds of choices must
not be inferred from each other given that there are no intermediate kinds of
choices [18]. Habitual behavior is a form of automatic and routine behavior that
is not to constantly reason about what is the best thing to do. This type of
choices are user’s expressed desire, and can be represented using preferences,
whereas a preference denotes a latent tendency to consider something desirable
or undesirable to a particular person [26, 16]. In other words, the preference
indicates user’s desire for some state of the world that is independent of the
environment. Often in the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [19, 3, 14],
utilities are used to numerically denote preferences. However, we are particularly interested in the qualitative preferences, because these are easier for user
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to provide [7]. Conditional preference networks (CP-nets) [7] are a compact and
intuitive tool to graphically represent and reason about qualitative and possibly
conditional preferences.
In contrast, genuine decisions [18] (the other type of choices) require to perceive and reason about a given situation, and to obtain a solution of the problem
raised by the situation. They lead to responding to the situation in a new way
(not in a habitual manner). We illustrate the two types of choices using an example. A user has always been buying tea rather than coffee, because the user
prefers tea to coffee. It indicates user’s habitual behavior. Now that, the user
perceives additional information, e.g., prices (assigned by a third-party) of tea
and coffee. The user needs to choose tea or coffee that has lower price. This
choice tends to a genuine decision. Genuine decisions are influenced by the environmental factors such as cost. In this paper, we aim to represent genuine
decisions using user’s comfort with the fact that, the more comfort the environmental factors give to the user, the more intent the user is to decide for the
outcome. Thus, the comfort is a measure of how comfortable the user is to decide
for an outcome. For example, given the cost of an outcome, the comfort will be
inversely proportional to the cost, i.e., comf ort = 1/cost, where cost is the total
spent for goods or services including money, time and labor. The more cost of
the outcome is, the less comfortable the user is to decide.
Genuine decisions are occasional, while habitual behavior is common [18].
However, it has been argued that, to better understand decision processes, both
types of choices must be studied [18]. In this paper, we stress building a decision
model that considers both types of choices. We find many real world problems,
in which user’s preference and comfort arise together and independently. The
preference arises from the user’s desire and the comfort is calculated based on
information provided by a third-party. Preference and comfort can be in favor
or conflicting to each other in the decision process. For instance, again, a user
prefers tea to coffee. If tea has a lower price than coffee, the comfort of tea to the
user is higher than that of coffee, and thus preference and comfort are in favor.
If tea has a higher price than coffee, the comfort of tea to the user is lower than
that of coffee, and thus preference and comfort are conflicting. In case of favor
situation, decision making is straightforward and the user decides the outcome
that has highest preference and highest comfort. In case of conflicting situation,
the user realizes a dilemma because it creates a trade-off between outcomes,
such as an outcome has highest preference while another has highest comfort.
Note that comforts are changeable because the third-party information is only
for a given time and situation. For instance, tea might have a 25% discount for
a particular period of time. However, when building our model, we consider that
comforts are static. Our model is a graphical one (such as Bayesian network [21]).
In addition of being compact and reduces dimensionality, the graphical models
are intuitive and support efficient computational techniques [4].
We propose an extension of the CP-net, that we call CP-net with Comfort
(CPC-net), to represent and reason about user’s preference and comfort in a
single model. The preferences are qualitative and possibly conditional. The com-
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forts are quantitative and unconditional. To generalize preference with comfort,
we define a preference-comfort (PC) relation that can be harmonic (induced
by both preference and comfort), preference-harmonic (induced by preference
but not comfort) or comfort-harmonic (induced by comfort but not preference).
We show that the notions of preferential independence and conditional preferential independence [7] can be defined using harmonic and preference-harmonic
PC relations. Thus, we can obtain a directed graph from the harmonic and
preference-harmonic PC relations, which is similar to a CP-net [7]. Note that
the unconditional comforts are independently elicited and the comforts do not
introduce a dependency structure on the variables. So, to obtain the directed
graph, the comfort-harmonic PC relations are not considered. The CPC-net is
defined by the directed graph where each problem variable is a node and each
node has a corresponding Conditional Preference Table with Comfort (CPTC).
A CPTC of a variable gives the set of PC relations for the variable for each of its
parent combination. We define the satisfiability of a CPC-net using the CPTCs.
We show that, for an acyclic CPC-net, the outcome optimization queries can be
performed in time linear on the number of variables.
A CP-net is a particular form of CPC-net. CPC-net represents both qualitative preferences (possibly conditional) and quantitative comforts captured by
the PC relations, while CP-net represents only qualitative preferences (possibly
conditional) captured by preference relations. When a PC relation is harmonic,
it is similar to a preference relation. If the all PC relations in a CPC-net are
harmonic, the CPC-net is synonymous to a CP-net, and any property of the
CP-net also holds for the CPC-net. When a PC relation is preference-harmonic,
we can separate the preference relation that is induced in the PC relation. Thus,
if any PC relation in a CPC-net is not harmonic, we can still obtain a CP-net
that represents the preference relations those are induced in the PC relations.
Generally, a CPC-net contains both the preferential information captured by a
CP-net and the comfort information on the qualitative values.

2

Background

We assume a set V = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn } of variables with corresponding domains D(X1 ), D(X2 ), · · · , D(Xn ). The set of possible complete assignments is
then O = D(V ) = D(X1 ) × D(X2 ) × · · · × D(Xn ), where we use D(·) to denote the domain of a set of variables. An assignment x ∈ D(X) is complete if
V = X. A preference relation is a binary relation over two assignments. Given
two assignments x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) where X ⊆ V , we write x1  x2 to denote that
x1 is strictly preferred to x2 . We assume either x1  x2 or x2  x1 . In this
paper, we do not consider indifference for simplicity, however the principles and
the discussions those are presented are extendable in case of considering indifference. A preference relation is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. The
transitivity principle is explored by Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. [19] For x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ D(X), (x1  x2 ) ∧ (x2  x3 ) ⇒ x1  x3 .
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A preference order over D(X) for a variable X is an ordering of the values
in D(X) according to the preference relations over D(X) given that, for every
x1 , x2 ∈ D(X), there is a preference relation. For example, for the preference
relations x1  x2 , x1  x3 and x2  x3 , we can form the preference order
x1  x2  x3 . Note that we distinguish the terms, preference relation and
preference order, in our discussion.
Definition 1. [7] A set of variables X is preferentially independent of its complement Y = V − X iff, for every x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) and y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ), we have
that x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 .
Definition 2. [7] Let X, Y and Z be a partition of V and let z ∈ D(Z). X
is conditionally preferentially independent of Y given z iff, for every x1 , x2 ∈
D(X) and y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ), we have that x1 y1 z  x2 y1 z ⇔ x1 y2 z  x2 y2 z. X
is conditionally preferentially independent of Y given Z, iff X is conditionally
preferentially independent of Y given every assignment z ∈ D(Z).
A Conditional Preference Network (CP-net) [7] exploits the notion of conditional preferential independence in structuring a user’s preferences under a ceteris paribus assumption. In a CP-net, preferential dependencies over the set V of
#
»
variables are represented by using directed arcs. An arc (Xi , Xj ) for Xi , Xj ∈ V
indicates that the preference orders over D(Xj ) depend on the actual value of
Xi . For each variable X ∈ V , there is a conditional preference table (CPT) that
gives the preference orders over D(X) for each p ∈ D(P a(X)), where P a(X) is
the set of X’s parents.
Definition 3. [7] A Conditional Preference Network (CP-net) Nc over variables V = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn } is a directed graph over X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn whose
nodes are annotated with CP T (Xi ) for each Xi ∈ V .
Example 1. (My Dinner II [7]) Consider the simple CP-net in Fig. 1 (i) that expresses a customer’s preference over dinner configurations. The network consists
of three variables M , S and W , standing for main course, soup and wine, respectively. The customer strictly prefers a meat course (mm ) to a fish course (mf ).
The customer does not prefer to have two fish courses in one dinner; thus the
preference between vegetable and fish soup is conditioned on the main course:
the customer prefers to have fish soup (sf ) if the main course is meat (mm ), and
vegetable soup (sv ) if the main course is fish (mf ). The preference between red
(wr ) and white (ww ) wine is conditioned on the soup to be served: the customer
prefers red wine if served with a vegetable soup, and white wine if served a fish
soup.
Fig. 1 (ii) shows the preference graph over outcomes induced by this CP-net.
An arc in this graph directed from outcome oi to oj indicates that a preference
for oj over oi can be determined directly from one of the CPTs in the CP-net.
For example, mm sv wr is preferred to mm sv ww (as indicated by the direct arc
between them) is a direct consequence of the semantics of CP T (W ). The top
element mf sf wr is the worst outcome while the bottom element mm sf ww is the
best.
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mf sf wr
M

𝑚𝑚 ≻ 𝑚𝑓

mf sf ww
mf sv ww

𝑚𝑚 : 𝑠𝑓 ≻ 𝑠𝑣

S

𝑚𝑓 : 𝑠𝑣 ≻ 𝑠𝑓

mf sv wr
mm sv ww

W

𝑠𝑓 : 𝑤𝑤 ≻ 𝑤𝑟

mm sv wr

𝑠𝑣 : 𝑤𝑟 ≻ 𝑤𝑤

(i)

mm sf wr

mm sf ww

(ii)

Fig. 1. A CP-net and its induced preference graph.

The semantics of a CP-net is defined in terms of the set of preference orders
that are consistent with the set of preference constraints imposed by the CPTs.
A preference order  on the outcomes of a CP-net Nc satisfies the CPT of
a variable X, iff  orders any two outcomes that differ only on the value of
X consistently with the preference order on D(X) for each p ∈ D(P a(X)). 
satisfies Nc iff  satisfies each CPT of Nc . If o1 and o2 are two outcomes of Nc ,
we say that Nc entails o1  o2 , written as Nc |= o1  o2 , iff o1  o2 holds in
every preference order that satisfies Nc .
In general, finding optimal complete assignments and testing for optimality in
this ordering is NP-hard. However, in acyclic CP-nets, there is only one optimal
complete assignment and this can be found in as many steps as the number
of features via a sweep forward procedure [7]. We sweep through the CP-net,
following the arrows in the dependency graph and assigning at each step the
most preferred value in the preference table. Each step in the sweep forward
procedure is exponential in the number of parents of the current feature, and
there are as many steps as features.
Another of the fundamental queries for CP-net is outcome comparison [7].
Two outcomes o1 and o2 can stand in one of three possible relations with respect
to a CP-net Nc : either Nc |= o1  o2 ; or Nc |= o2  o1 ; or Nc 6|= o1  o2 and
Nc 6|= o2  o1 . The third case, specifically, means that the network Nc does
not contain enough information to prove that either outcome is preferred to the
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other. Determining if one outcome is better than another is NP-hard even for
acyclic CP-nets [13, 17].

3
3.1

Conditional Preference Network with Comfort
Comfort

We use the term “comfort” to denote how comfortable a user is to pay a certain cost to have some state of the world. Cost is the total spent for goods or
services including money, time and labor. Usually, the cost to a product is assigned by a third-party, not by the user. Therefore, comfort is a parameter that
facilitates user’s genuine decision. The more cost of the product is, the less comfortable the user is to pay. Thus, there is an inverse proportional relationship
between cost and comfort. Given the cost of a state of the world s, the comfort
c(s) is calculated as: c(s) = 1/cost(s). Given x1 ∈ D(X1 ) and x2 ∈ D(X2 ),
we naturally get: cost(x1 x2 ) = cost(x1 ) + cost(x2 ) that implies c(x1 x2 ) =
c(x1 )c(x2 )/(c(x1 ) + c(x2 )). Generally,
assignment x1 , x2 , · · · , xn
Qn for a complete
Pn Q
n
on V , we get c(x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) = i=1 c(xi )/ i=1 ( j=1,j6=i c(xj )). For every
outcome o ∈ D(V ), a comfort c(o) is associated. We denote the outcome and its
comfort as a pair, (o, c(o)). In Example 1, if the cost of the meat course (mm ) is
$12, the comfort of the meat course c(mm ) is 1/12 = 0.083. Lemma 2 is needed
to prove the Lemma 5 later.
Lemma 2. c(x1 y) > c(x2 y) ⇔ c(x1 ) > c(x2 ).
Proof. We get, c(x1 y) > c(x2 y)
c(x2 )c(y)
c(x1 )c(y)
> c(x
⇔ c(x
1 )+c(y)
2 )+c(y)
⇔ c(x1 )c(x2 )c(y) + c(x1 )c(y)c(y) > c(x1 )c(x2 )c(y) + c(x2 )c(y)c(y)
⇔ c(x1 ) > c(x2 )
3.2

Qualitative preference with comfort

In this subsection, we introduce a new relation to generalize preference with
comfort. Preference indicates user’s habitual behavior, while comfort is for genuine decisions. The user expresses preferences over the options and, at the same
time, wants to maximize comfort. In other words, the user wants to choose an
outcome with the highest preference and the highest comfort. This principle is
inherent with many real world problems. For example, a user prefers flying to
driving. If flying costs more than driving, the comfort of flying 1/cost of flying
to the user is less than the comfort of driving 1/cost of driving. Then, there
will be a trade-off for the user in choosing between flying and driving, since flying has more preference while driving has more comfort. However, in real world
problems, preference and comfort can be in favor or conflicting to each other. In
case of favor situation, selecting the optimal outcome makes the decision process straightforward. In case of conflicting situation, instead of having a single
optimal outcome, there will be a set of Pareto optimal outcomes. However, to
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generalize the notation of preference with comfort, the following definition is
needed.
Definition 4. (PC relation) Let X ⊆ V and x1 , x2 ∈ D(X). We say that there
is a preference-comfort relation (PC relation) c on x1 and x2 , iff x1  x2 or
c(x1 ) > c(x2 ) holds. It is denoted as (x1 , c(x1 )) c (x2 , c(x2 )). For brevity, we
use (x1 , c(x1 )) c (x2 , c(x2 )) and x1 c x2 interchangeably. If both x1  x2 and
c(x1 ) > c(x2 ) hold, the PC relation is harmonic and is denoted as x1 h x2 . If
x1  x2 holds and c(x1 ) > c(x2 ) does not hold, the PC relation is preferenceharmonic and is denoted as x1 ph x2 . If x1  x2 does not hold and c(x1 ) >
c(x2 ) holds, the PC relation is comfort-harmonic and is denoted as x1 ch x2 .
Example 2. We assume in Example 1 that the restaurant manager provides a
cost to each of the items. The cost of meat course (mm ) is $12, while the cost
of fish course (mf ) is $10. The comforts c(mm ) and c(mf ) to the user are computed as 1/12 = 0.083 and 1/10 = 0.100 correspondingly. Since mm  mf
holds for the user, there is a PC relation that is denoted as (mm , 0.083) c
(mf , 0.100). Moreover, 0.083 > 0.100 does not hold and it indicates that the
relation is preference-harmonic. The more precise notation for the relation is
(mm , 0.083) ph (mf , 0.100). On the other hand, mf  mm does not hold and
0.100 > 0.083 holds. So there is a comfort-harmonic relation that is (mf , 0.100) ch
(mm , 0.083).
The reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of PC relations are explored by
Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. For x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ D(X), the followings are true.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

x1 h x1 does not hold.
x1 ph x1 does not hold.
x1 ch x1 does not hold.
x1 h x2 ⇒ ¬(x2 h x1 ).
x1 ph x2 ⇒ ¬(x2 ph x1 ).
x1 ph x2 ⇒ x2 ch x1 .
x1 ch x2 ⇒ ¬(x2 ch x1 ).
x1 ch x2 ⇒ x2 ph x1 .
(x1 h x2 ) ∧ (x2 h x3 ) ⇒ x1 h x3 .
(x1 ph x2 ) ∧ (x2 ph x3 ) ⇒ x1 ph x3 .
(x1 ch x2 ) ∧ (x2 ch x3 ) ⇒ x1 ch x3 .
(x1 h x2 ) ∧ (x2 ph x3 ) ⇒ x1  x3 .
(x1 ph x2 ) ∧ (x2 h x3 ) ⇒ x1  x3 .
(x1 h x2 ) ∧ (x2 ch x3 ) ⇒ c(x1 ) > c(x3 ).
(x1 ch x2 ) ∧ (x2 h x3 ) ⇒ c(x1 ) > c(x3 ).

The conclusion is that a harmonic PC relation is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric
and transitive. A preference-harmonic PC relation is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric
and transitive. A comfort-harmonic PC relation is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric
and transitive. It also concludes that the reversal property holds between preferenceharmonic and comfort-harmonic PC relations.
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Proof. (1) This proof is by contradiction. Let us assume that x1 h x1 holds. It
implies that both x1  x1 and c(x1 ) > c(x1 ) hold. x1  x1 is contradictory to
the anti-reflexive principle of preference relation. c(x1 ) > c(x1 ) is contradictory
to the mathematical comparison relations. Therefore, x1 h x1 does not hold.
Proofs for (2) and (3) are similar to (1).
(4) x1 h x2
⇒ (x1  x2 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))
⇒ ¬(x2  x1 ) ∧ ¬(c(x2 ) > c(x1 )) [Using anti-symmetry property of preference relation and properties of mathematical comparison relations]
⇒ ¬(x2 h x1 ).
Proofs for (5) to (8) are similar to (4).
(9) (x1 h x2 ) ∧ (x2 h x3 )
⇒ ((x1  x2 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ∧ ((x2  x3 ) ∧ (c(x2 ) > c(x3 )))
⇒ ((x1  x2 ) ∧ (x2  x3 )) ∧ ((c(x1 ) > c(x2 )) ∧ (c(x2 ) > c(x3 )))
⇒ (x1  x3 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x3 )) [By Lemma 1]
⇒ x1 h x3
Proofs for (10) and (15) are similar to (9).
We see that transitivity is guaranteed if PC relations are only harmonic,
preference-harmonic or comfort-harmonic. In case of existence of both preferenceharmonic and comfort-harmonic relations, transitivity is not necessarily guaranteed. This is comprehensible by the argument made by Temkin [22]. Suppose
that the salient feature when comparing cars A and B is how fast they can be
driven and, in this regard, A is better than B. The salient feature when comparing cars B and C is how safe they are and, in this regard, B is better than C.
When comparing A and C with the salient feature how fast they can be driven, A
is not necessarily better than C. In our cases, the salient features are preference
and comfort.
At this point, we have defined a PC relation that captures preference and
comfort information between two assignments. To generalize it for two or more
assignments, we define a preference-comfort order (PC order). A PC order is
an ordering of two or more assignments using the PC relations between the
assignments. It is formally defined below.
Definition 5. (PC order) Let X ⊆ V . A preference-comfort order (PC order)
i X
for a variable X is an ordering on D(X), such that for every consecutive
c
x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) in the order ciX , there is a PC relation x1 c x2 . If every PC
relation in the PC order is harmonic, the order is harmonic. If every PC relation
in the PC order is preference-harmonic, the order is preference-harmonic. If
every PC relation in the PC order is comfort-harmonic, the order is comfortharmonic. If the PC order is not harmonic, preference-harmonic or comfortharmonic, it is hybrid. Let there are m PC orders on D(X) for X. We use cX
to denote the set of m PC orders { 1cX , 2cX , · · · , mcX }.
Given the preference order and the comforts over the values D(X) of a variable X, we can find the possible PC orders by considering each permutation on
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D(X). For every consecutive values x1 and x2 in a permutation, we can determine if x1  x2 holds, or not, since the preference order is complete. Practically,
it can be done by applying the transitive and anti-symmetric properties on the
preference order over D(X). On the other hand, given the comforts, we can determine if c(x1 ) > c(x2 ) holds or not. Therefore, we can check if the PC relation
x1 c x2 holds or not. If there is a PC relation x1 c x2 for every two consecutive values x1 and x2 in a permutation, a PC order can be formed by assigning
the PC relation between the consecutive values in the permutation. The formed
PC order can be harmonic, preference-harmonic, comfort-harmonic or hybrid.
Example 3. Let us assume that X is a variable with its domain {x1 , x2 , x3 }.
Given that the preference relations and comforts are x1  x2 , x2  x3 , x1  x3 ,
c(x1 ) = 1.6, c(x2 ) = 1.2 and c(x3 ) = 1.4. We check the six permutations x1 x2 x3 ,
x1 x3 x2 , x2 x1 x3 , x2 x3 x1 , x3 x1 x2 and x3 x2 x1 to obtain the PC orders. For the
first permutation x1 x2 x3 , we have that x1 h x2 and x2 ph x3 hold. By using
these PC relations, we can obtain the PC order x1 h x2 ph x3 , which is
hybrid. For the second permutation x1 x3 x2 , x1 h x3 and x3 ch x2 hold.
Therefore, we get the PC order x1 h x3 ch x2 . For the third permutation
x2 x1 x3 , let us consider the first two consecutive values x2 and x1 . Between these
consecutive values, x2 c x1 does not hold; and therefore, there is no PC order
for the permutation x2 x1 x3 . Note that we do not need to check on the second two
consecutive values x1 and x3 . Similarly, we can show that there is no PC order for
the rest of the permutations x2 x3 x1 , x3 x1 x2 and x3 x2 x1 . We conclude that there
are two PC orders on D(X), which are x1 h x2 ph x3 and x1 h x3 ch x2 .
In worst case, if m is the cardinality of the variable, the number of PC orders
is m!. In best case, it is 1 (see Lemma 4).
Lemma 4. If a PC order ciX on D(X) for a variable X is harmonic, there
is no other PC order on D(X).
Proof. Let the domains of X are {x1 , x2 , · · · , xk } and the harmonic order is
(x1 , c(x1 )) h (x2 , c(x2 )) h · · · h (xk , c(xk )). The order implies that both
x1  x2  · · ·  xk and c(x1 ) > c(x2 ) > · · · > c(xk ) hold. Since these notions
are strict and no variations are possible, there is no other PC order on D(X).
Definition 6. (Conditional PC order) Let X ⊂ V and Y ⊆ V − X. If a PC
order ciX on D(X) holds for given Y = y, we say that ciX is conditioned on
Y = y and is denoted as y : ciX .
Example 4. In Example 1, let us assume that the costs of fish soup and vegetable
soup are $5 and $3 correspondingly. Their comforts c(sf ) and c(sv ) are 0.200
and 0.333. It gives c(sv ) > c(sf ). On the other hand, given M = mf , the user
prefers sv to sf . Therefore, (sv , 0.333) h (sf , 0.200) holds. It is denoted as
mf : (sv , 0.333) h (sf , 0.200).
Given Y = y, let there are m PC orders over D(X) for a variable X. We use
X
1 X 2 X
m X

c y to denote the set of m orders { cy , cy , · · · , cy }.
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We now present an important result that will be needed to obtain the structure of the CPC-net. We find that the notions of preferential independence
and conditional preferential independence can be defined using harmonic and
preference-harmonic PC relations. It is explored by Lemmas 5 and 6.
Lemma 5. A set of variables X is preferentially independent of its complement
Y = V − X iff, for every x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) and y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ), we have that
(x1 y1 h x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 h x2 y2 ) ∨ (x1 y1 ph x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 ph x2 y2 ).
Proof. (⇒) X is preferentially independent of Y
⇒ x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 [From Definition 1]
⇒ (x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ ((c(x1 ) > c(x2 )) ∨ ¬(c(x1 ) > c(x2 )))
⇒ ((x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ∨ ((x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔
x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ ¬(c(x1 ) > c(x2 )))
⇒ (((x1 y1  x2 y1 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 )))) ∨
(((x1 y1  x2 y1 )∧¬(c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 )∧¬(c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))))
[Since, ((A ⇔ B) ∧ C) ⇒ ((A ∧ C) ⇔ (B ∧ C))]
⇒ (((x1 y1  x2 y1 ) ∧ (c(x1 y1 ) > c(x2 y1 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ (c(x1 y2 ) >
c(x2 y2 )))) ∨ (((x1 y1  x2 y1 ) ∧ ¬(c(x1 y1 ) > c(x2 y1 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧
¬(c(x1 y2 ) > c(x2 y2 )))) [By Lemma 2]
⇒ (x1 y1 h x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 h x2 y2 ) ∨ (x1 y1 ph x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 ph x2 y2 )
(⇐) (x1 y1 h x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 h x2 y2 ) ∨ (x1 y1 ph x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2 ph x2 y2 )
⇒ (((x1 y1  x2 y1 ) ∧ (c(x1 y1 ) > c(x2 y1 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧ (c(x1 y2 ) >
c(x2 y2 )))) ∨ (((x1 y1  x2 y1 ) ∧ ¬(c(x1 y1 ) > c(x2 y1 ))) ⇔ ((x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∧
¬(c(x1 y2 ) > c(x2 y2 ))))
⇒ (x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 ) ∨ (x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 ) [Since
A ∧ B ⇒ A]
⇒ (x1 y1  x2 y1 ⇔ x1 y2  x2 y2 ) [Since A ∨ A ⇒ A]
⇒ X is preferentially independent of Y [By Definition 1]
Lemma 6. Let X, Y and Z be a partition of V and let z ∈ D(Z). X is conditionally preferentially independent of Y given z iff, for every x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) and
y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ), we have that (x1 y1 z h x2 y1 z ⇔ x1 y2 z h x2 y2 z) ∨ (x1 y1 z ph
x2 y1 z ⇔ x1 y2 z ph x2 y2 z).
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5, and is therefore omitted.
We say that X is conditionally preferentially independent of Y given Z, iff
X is conditionally preferentially independent of Y given every assignment z ∈
D(Z). We note that harmonic and preference-harmonic PC relations entail user’s
preferential information. The following lemma claims that, between two values
of a variable, there must be a harmonic or preference-harmonic PC relation.
Lemma 7. For every x1 , x2 ∈ D(X), there exists a harmonic or preferenceharmonic relation.
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Proof. We get,
((x1  x2 ) ∨ (x2  x1 )) ∧ ((c(x1 ) > c(x2 )) ∨ (c(x2 ) > c(x1 ))) [By not considering indifference]
⇒ ((x1  x2 ) ∧ (((c(x1 ) > c(x2 )) ∨ (c(x2 ) > c(x1 )))) ∨ ((x2  x1 ) ∧ (((c(x1 ) >
c(x2 )) ∨ (c(x2 ) > c(x1 ))))
⇒ ((x1  x2 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ∨ ((x1  x2 ) ∧ (c(x2 ) > c(x1 ))) ∨ ((x2 
x1 ) ∧ (c(x1 ) > c(x2 ))) ∨ ((x2  x1 ) ∧ (c(x2 ) > c(x1 )))
⇒ (x1 h x2 ) ∨ (x1 ph x2 ) ∨ (x2 h x1 ) ∨ (x2 ph x1 )
Lemma 7 is generalized using Lemma 8 for a PC order.
Lemma 8. For every variable X ∈ V , there is one and only one PC order, in
which each PC relation is either harmonic or preference-harmonic.
Proof. Let, D(X) of a variable X is {x1 , x2 , · · · , xm } and the only preference order over D(X) is x1  x2  · · ·  xm . We consider the permutation x1 x2 · · · xm
on D(X). For this permutation, we can obtain a PC order, in which xi h xj is
assigned if c(xi ) > c(xj ) holds or xi ph xj is assigned if c(xi ) > c(xj ) does not
hold, for every consecutive xi and xj such that xi  xj exists in the preference
order.
Lemma 9. For every variable X ∈ V , there is one and only one PC order, in
which each PC relation is either harmonic or comfort-harmonic.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.
3.3

CPC-net

We can observe that the user provides the preferences (possibly conditional) on
the domain of each problem variable. On the other hand, a comfort to each domain is calculated from information provided by a third-party. So, the preferences
are naturally independent of the comforts. For instance, in My Dinner II example
(Example 1), the preferences are provided by the customer (the user) while the
costs are provided by the restaurant manager (the third-party). The preferences
and the comforts collected from the user and the third-party correspondingly
can be captured using the PC relations. More specifically, the preferences can be
represented using the harmonic and preference-harmonic PC relations, in which
the preference relations are entailed. On the other hand, the comforts can be
modeled using the harmonic and comfort-harmonic PC relations. We exploit
the notions of preferential independence and conditional preferential independence (those can be determined using the harmonic and preference-harmonic
PC relations as shown in Section 3.2) to get the structure of the CPC-net. This
structure is literally the same as the structure of the CP-net that represents the
user’s preferences [7].
The construction of a CPC-net is similar to that of a CP-net. For each variable X, we ask the user to identify a set of parent variables P a(X) that can
affect his or her preference over D(X). That is, given a particular assignment to
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P a(X), the user should be able to determine a preference order for the values X.
Formally, given P a(X), we have that X is conditionally preferentially independent of V − (P a(X) ∪ {X}). Given this information, we ask the user to explicitly
specify his or her preferences over D(X) for all instantiations of the variable set
P a(X). We use the above information to create an annotated directed graph in
which nodes stand for the problem variables, and every node X has P a(X) as its
immediate ancestors. At this point, the structure is constructed that is same for
both CP-net and CPC-net. In a CP-net, every node X is annotated with a CPT
that captures user’s preferences on D(X). On the other hand, in a CPC-net, every node X is annotated with a CPT with Comfort (CPTC) that captures both
the preferences and the comforts on D(X). The preferences from the user and
the comforts from the third-party are combined to obtain the PC orders. The
CPTC of a variable gives the set of PC orders (harmonic, preference-harmonic,
comfort-harmonic and hybrid) for each combination of the variable’s parent set.
Definition 7. (CPTC) The CPTC of a variable X ∈ V gives the set of PC orders (harmonic, preference-harmonic, comfort-harmonic and hybrid) over D(X)
for each p ∈ D(P a(X)).
Example 5. Consider the variable M in Fig. 1 (i). M does not have any parent.
By taking the comfort of the values from Example 2, there are two PC relations:
(mm , 0.083) ph (mf , 0.100) and (mf , 0.100) ch (mm , 0.083). Therefore, the
CP T C(M ) is given by these two relations. Again consider the variable S. The
parent of S is M . Given M = mm , we have (sf , 0.200) ph (sv , 0.333) and
(sv , 0.333) ch (sf , 0.200). Given M = mf , we have (sv , 0.333) h (sf , 0.200).
Therefore, the CP T C(S) is given by mm : (sf , 0.200) ph (sv , 0.333), mm :
(sv , 0.333) ch (sf , 0.200) and mf : (sv , 0.333) h (sf , 0.200).
Definition 8. (CPC-net) A CP-net with Comfort (CPC-net) N over variables
V = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn } is a directed graph G over X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn whose nodes
are annotated with CP T C(Xi ) for each Xi ∈ V .
Example 6. (My Dinner II with Cost) We continue the Example 1 considering
that each qualitative value is provided with a cost by the restaurant manager.
The costs of meat course, fish course, fish soup, vegetable soup, white wine and
red wine are $12, $10, $5, $3, $6 and $8 correspondingly. Then, their corresponding comforts to the user are 0.083, 0.100, 0.200, 0.333, 0.167 and 0.125.
The CPC-net is given in Fig. 2. Note that the original structure of the CP-net
in the Fig. 1 (i) is presumed. Rather, the CPTs in the CP-net are updated with
the corresponding CPTCs for each of the variables to capture both preferences
and comforts.

3.4

Semantics

The semantics of a CPC-net is defined in terms of the set of PC orders, which
are consistent with the set of constraints imposed by the PC orders captured
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S

W

PC order
𝑚𝑚 , 0.083
𝑚𝑓 , 0.100
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𝑝ℎ ≻

𝑚𝑓 , 0.100
≻
𝑚
𝑚 , 0.083
𝑐ℎ

Pa(S) PC order
𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑓 , 0.200
𝑠𝑣 , 0.333
𝑚𝑓
𝑠𝑣 , 0.333

𝑝ℎ ≻

𝑠𝑣 , 0.333
𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑠𝑓 , 0.200
ℎ ≻ 𝑠𝑓 , 0.200

Pa(W) PC order
𝑠𝑓
𝑤𝑤 , 0.167 ℎ ≻ 𝑤𝑟 , 0.125
𝑤𝑟 , 0.125 𝑝ℎ ≻ 𝑤𝑤 , 0.167
𝑠𝑣
𝑤𝑤 , 0.167 𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑤𝑟 , 0.125

Fig. 2. A CPC-net that is an extension of the CP-net in Fig. 1 (i) by considering
preferences with comfort.

by the CPTCs. We say that a PC order clV over D(V ) satisfies a PC order
k X
on D(X) for a variable X ∈ V if any two complete assignments that differ
c
only on D(X) are ordered by clV consistently with the PC order kcX . This
intuitive idea is more formally defined below.
Definition 9. Consider a CPC-net N over variables V . Let W = V − ({X} ∪
P a(X)), p ∈ D(P a(X)) and w ∈ D(W ). Let cpX be the set of PC orders on
X
D(X) given p. A PC order clV on D(V ) satisfies kcX
p ∈ cp , iff for every
l V
consecutive x1 , x2 ∈ D(X) in kcX
p , we get (i) xi pw h xj pw holds in c ,
k X
l V
whenever xi h xj is in cp , or (ii) xi pw  xj pw holds in c , whenever
l V
xi ph xj is in kcX
p , or (iii) c(xi pw) > c(xj pw) holds in c , whenever
xi ch xj is in kcX
p .
Example 7. Fig. 3 (i) shows a CPC-net on V = {A, B}. Let a PC order 1cV
on V is (a1 b1 , 0.17) ph (a1 b2 , 0.19) h (a2 b2 , 0.14) h (a2 b1 , 0.13) ph
(a3 b1 , 0.28) ph (a3 b2 , 0.32). c(a1 b1 ) is computed as c(a1 )c(b1 )/(c(a1 ) + c(b1 )).
This computation is similar for others. We would like to check if 1cV satisfies,
or not, the PC order (a1 , 0.3) h (a2 , 0.2) ph (a3 , 0.9) on D(A). To check for
(a1 , 0.3) h (a2 , 0.2), we have in 1cV that (a1 b1 , 0.17) ph (a1 b2 , 0.19) h
(a2 b2 , 0.14) h (a2 b1 , 0.13) ⇒ a1 b1  a2 b1 and c(a1 b1 ) > c(a2 b1 ). So (a1 b1 , 0.17)
1 V
that indicates (a1 , 0.3) h (a2 , 0.2) is consistent
h (a2 b1 , 0.13) holds in c
with 1cV . Similarly, (a1 b2 , 0.19) h (a2 b2 , 0.14) holds in 1cV . On the other
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hand, to check for (a2 , 0.2) ph (a3 , 0.9), both (a2 b1 , 0.13) ph (a3 b1 , 0.28) and
(a2 b2 , 0.14) ph (a3 b2 , 0.32) hold in 1cV . We can conclude that 1cV satisfies
(a1 , 0.3) h (a2 , 0.2) ph (a3 , 0.9).

PC order
𝑎1 , 0.3 ℎ ≻ 𝑎2 , 0.2 𝑝ℎ ≻ 𝑎3 , 0.9
𝑎1 , 0.3 𝑝ℎ ≻ 𝑎3 , 0.9 𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑎2 , 0.2
𝑎2 , 0.2 𝑝ℎ ≻ 𝑎3 , 0.9 𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑎1 , 0.3
𝑎3 , 0.9 𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑎1 , 0.3 ℎ ≻ 𝑎2 , 0.2

(a3b2,0.32)

A
(a1b2,0.19)

(a2b1,0.13)

(a2b2,0.14)

(a3b1,0.28)

B
Pa(B)
𝑎1 ∨ 𝑎3
𝑎2

PC order
𝑏1 , 0.4 𝑝ℎ ≻ 𝑏2 , 0.5
𝑏2 , 0.5 𝑐ℎ ≻ 𝑏1 , 0.4
𝑏2 , 0.5 ℎ ≻ 𝑏1 , 0.4

(a1b1,0.17)

(ii)

(i)

Fig. 3. (i) A CPC-net and (ii) its induced preference-comfort graph.

Definition 10. For a variable X ∈ V , a PC order clV on D(V ) satisfies
X
CP T C(X) iff clV satisfies any kcX
p ∈ cp for every p ∈ D(P a(X)).
Example 8. In Example 7, we see that

1 V
c

satisfies CP T C(A).

Definition 11. (Satisfiability) A PC order 1cV on D(V ) satisfies a CPC-net
N on V iff 1cV satisfies CP T C(X) for each variable X ∈ V .
Example 9. In Example 7, (a1 b1 , 0.17) ph (a1 b2 , 0.19) holds in 1cV . So 1cV
satisfies (b1 , 0.4) ph (b2 , 0.5) given A = a1 . Similarly, (a2 b2 , 0.14) h (a2 b1 , 0.13)
holds in 1cV . So 1cV satisfies (b2 , 0.5) h (b1 , 0.4) given A = a2 . Again,
(a3 b1 , 0.28) ph (a3 b2 , 0.32) holds in 1cV ; so 1cV satisfies (b1 , 0.4) ph
(b2 , 0.5) given A = a3 . By definition, 1cV satisfies the CP T C(B). Therefore,
1 V
c satisfies the CPC-net. Note that a CPC-net can be satisfied by more than
one PC orders.
Theorem 1. Every acyclic CPC-net has at least one satisfying PC order.
Proof. We prove this constructively by building a satisfying PC order. This proof
is by induction on the number of variables. The theorem holds for one variable,
as the CPC-net specifies at least one PC order.
Suppose the theorem holds for the all acyclic CPC-nets with r − 1 variables. Let
N be an acyclic CPC-net over r variables V . There is at least one variable in
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N with no parents; let X be such a variable with domains {x1 , x2 , · · · , xm }. Let
x1 c x2 c · · · c xm be a PC order on D(X) captured by CP T C(X), where
every PC relation is either harmonic or preference-harmonic (Lemma 8). For
each xi , construct a CPC-net, Ni , with the r − 1 variables V − {X} by removing
X from N , and for each variable Y that is a child of X, revisiting its CPTC by
restricting each row to X = xi . By the inductive hypothesis, there is at least
one satisfying PC order ci for each of the reduced CPC-net Ni .
We can now construct a PC order for N as follows. For every Ni and every
ci , we write xi v1 c xi v2 for every v1 , v2 ∈ D(V − {X}) such that v1 c v2
is in ci . For every pair Ni and Nj , such that xi c xj , we find a relation
xi v1 c xj v2 from ci and cj , where v1 is the most succeeding assignment
in ci and v2 is the most preceding assignment in cj . Thus, a PC order is
formed that satisfies N .
To graphically depict the PC relations on the complete assignments of a
CPC-net, we define induced preference-comfort graph. A directed edge is used
to denote a PC relation between two assignments. This graph is useful to comprehend the semantics of a CPC-net in a graphical manner.
Definition 12. (Induced preference-comfort graph) Consider a CPC-net N
over variables V . The induced preference-comfort graph of the CPC-net is a
directed graph over {(v, c(v))|v ∈ D(V )} with the followings:
1. There is a solid directed arc from (vj , c(vj )) to (vi , c(vi )) iff vi and vj differ
only in the value of one variable X ∈ V and vi h vj holds.
2. There is a dashed directed arc from (vj , c(vj )) to (vi , c(vi )) iff vi and vj differ
only in the value of one variable X ∈ V and vi ph vj holds.
3. There is a dotted directed arc from (vj , c(vj )) to (vi , c(vi )) iff vi and vj differ
only in the value of one variable X ∈ V and vi ch vj holds.
Example 10. The induced preference-comfort graph of the CPC-net in Fig. 3 (i)
is illustrated in Fig. 3 (ii). Note that each node in the graph indicates an outcome
of the CPC-net. The solid directed arc from (a2 b1 , 0.13) to (a1 b1 , 0.17) indicates
that (a1 b1 , 0.17) h (a2 b1 , 0.13) holds. The dashed directed arc from (a1 b2 , 0.19)
to (a1 b1 , 0.17) indicates that (a1 b1 , 0.17) ph (a1 b2 , 0.19) holds. The dotted directed arc (a1 b2 , 0.19) to (a3 b2 , 0.32) indicates that (a3 b2 , 0.32) ch (a1 b2 , 0.19)
holds.
We now define the implication between CP-nets and CPC-nets. We say that
a CPC-net is synonymous to a CP-net if the all properties of the CP-net also
hold for the CPC-net.
Definition 13. (Harmonic CPC-net) A CPC-net is harmonic iff all the PC
orders captured by the CPTCs are harmonic.
Theorem 2. Every harmonic CPC-net is synonymous to a CP-net.
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Proof. By Definitions, we have a same structure for both CP-net and harmonic
CPC-net, where CP-net captures preference orders and harmonic CPC-net captures harmonic PC orders. A harmonic PC order consists of only harmonic PC
relations. A harmonic PC relation is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive (Lemma 3), which are also true for a preference relation. Therefore, the
properties of a CP-net also hold for a harmonic CPC-net.

4

Outcome Optimization for CPC-nets

In a CPC-net, there are two types of optimal outcomes, preference optimal outcome and comfort optimal outcome. The outcome that has the highest preference
is the preference optimal outcome. The outcome that has the highest comfort is
the comfort optimal outcome. These optimal outcomes can directly be obtained
using the forward sweep procedure for an acyclic CPC-net, taking time linear in
the number of variables.
To generate the preference optimal outcome, we simply need to sweep through
the network from top to bottom setting each variable to a value, that ranks first
in the PC order in which each PC relation is either harmonic or preferenceharmonic (see Lemma 8), given the instantiation of the variable’s parents. Suppose that we would like to find the outcome o1 ∈ D(V ) such that o1  o2 holds
for each o2 ∈ D(V ) − {o1 }. Let X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn be a topological ordering on V .
We instantiate each Xi ∈ V to Xi = xi such that xi ranks first in the PC order
over D(Xi ) in which each PC relation is either harmonic or preference-harmonic
given the instantiation of P a(Xi ). Similarly for comfort optimal outcome, suppose that we would like to find the outcome o1 ∈ D(V ) such that c(o1 ) > c(o2 )
for each o2 ∈ D(V ) − {o1 }. Let X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn be a topological ordering on V .
We instantiate each Xi ∈ V to Xi = xi such that xi ranks first in the PC order
over D(Xi ) in which each PC relation is either harmonic or comfort-harmonic
given the instantiation of P a(Xi ) (see Lemma 9).
Example 11. By using the forward sweep procedure, we find the preference optimal outcome a1 b1 and the comfort optimal outcome a3 b2 for the CPC-net in
Fig. 3 (i).

5

Related Works

Our work is an addition to the topic of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) [23,
15] that explicitly evaluates multiple criteria (such as cost, risk, profit) in decision making. Typically in MCDM problems, there does not exist a unique
optimal solution due to the conflicting criteria. In the CPC-net, the two criteria are preference and comfort. A user aims to maximize both of the criteria.
The CPC-net model is graphical, while graphical models are rare for representing MCDM problems [25]. Although our work is related to MCDM, our main
emphasize is to model user’s genuine decisions with habitual behavior.
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There have been research on the variations or extensions of the CP-net. A
noticeable extension is the Tradeoff-enhanced CP-net (TCP-nets) [8]. In a TCPnet, together with the preference statements, the relative importance statements
(possibly conditional) between a pair of variables are also considered. The TCPnets are particularly important when there are hard constraints [12] and the
preferred outcome of the CP-net is not feasible.
Boutilier et al. [6] propose a quantitative formalism, called UCP-nets, by
enabling users to express a utility (possibly conditional) to each value of the attributes rather than qualitative preferences. The utility function is a generalized
additive independent [4]. After factorizing the utility function into a number of
additive factors, a structure is obtained that is similar to a CP-net. Computing
optimization and dominance queries in UCP-nets is shown very efficient.
Wang et al. [24] propose a weighted extension to CP-nets, called WCP-nets,
by allowing users to specify the relative importance (weights) between attribute
values and between attributes. It is argued that CP-net does not support finegrained preferences, which results in the inability to compare certain preference
combinations (service patterns). WCP-net overcomes this limitation.
Probabilistic extension of both CP-net and TCP-net have been proposed [10,
5, 2]. Probabilistic model is able to aggregate preferences (including relative importance) of many users on the same set of variables. The probabilistic extension
of TCP-net has been shown applicable in tackling new users and new items in
recommender systems [1], which is an inherent issue over the decades.

6

Conclusion and Future Works

We have attempted to model user’s habitual behavior and genuine decisions,
which are represented using preference and comfort correspondingly. By considering conditional preferences and absolute comforts, we build the CPC-net that
is an intuitive and compact graphical representation of preferences and comforts
on the set of variables. The structure of CPC-net and CP-net are same, while
the CPC-net brings an extensive semantics by accounting comfort information
together with preferences. We have formally defined the implication between
CP-net and CPC-net, which indicates that the CPC-net model is an extension
of the CP-net model. Finally, we have evaluated outcome optimization queries
in CPC-nets. We plan to extend the CPC-net model with hard constraints using
the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [12] framework.
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